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THE OUTDOOR CLASSROOM – Learning at Home

Let’s create a silly nature story! 

Fill in the blanks with the type of word provided or fill in any word at all to create your story! This activity 
is meant to create a silly nature story to share with friends or family.

You can do this activity with a family member in your home, or virtually with a friend! Print or write out 
the page and ask them to provide the word in brackets. When you’ve filled in all the words, read the story 
back to them and see how they react.

Nature Activities  
The Silly Storyteller

WEIRD WEATHER!

Once upon a time there was a                                   (animal #1)  . The                                   (animal #1)  ’s name was 

                                    (name #1)  .                                      (name #1)  ’s favourite thing in the world was

                                   (verb ending in ‘ing’)                                   (plant #1, plural)  .

One day                              (name#1)  came across the most                              (adjective)                                    (plant #1)  

they had ever seen. They decided to                                   (verb#1)  it                                   (name #2)  .

Then                              (name #1)  ran into a problem. A                               (adjective #2)                                  (animal #1)  

also wanted to                                   (verb #1)  the                                   (plant #1)  !

Then something very                              (adjective)  happened. The weather turned from                         (weather #1)  

to                                   (weather #2)  and the                                    (adjective #2)                                   (animal #1)  decided 

to go to                                   (country)  !

After that                                   (name #1)  had the                                   (plant #1)  all to themselves! They even 

invited their best friend                                   (name #3)  the                                   (animal #2)  to come

                                        (verb)  it with them!

The end.



Could you act 
out these stories 
when you share 
them? Get some 
costumes and 
put on a show!

Draw your 
favourite scene 
or character from 
your stories.
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THE OUTDOOR CLASSROOM – Learning at Home Nature Activities – The Silly Storyteller

THIS IS THE STORY OF                                      (name #1)   THE                                   (animal #1)

It was the most                                   (adjective)  day ever in the                                   (nature location)  .

                                     (name #1)  wanted to find shelter that was                                   (adjective)  .

                                     (name #1)  was searching everywhere but all the shelters they found were either too

                                     (adjective)  or smelled like                                    (decomposer) .                                         (name #1)  

was starting to feel very                                   (emotion)  !

                                   (name #1)  remembered some advice a                                   (animal #2)  once said: “If you ever 

find yourself stuck in a                            (nature location)  make sure to use your                       (part of an animal #1) !”

                                   (name #1)  started using their                                   (part of animal #1) . All of a sudden they saw 

a                                  (habitat)  in a                               (nature object #1) . They ran to it as                                   (adjective)  

as they could.

And guess what? Inside the                                   (nature object #1)  was                                    (animal #2)  .

They spent the afternoon together and                             (animal #2)  told a story about a                                (bird)  

that thought it was a                                   (adjective)                                   (animal #3)  .

The end.


